This article focuses on the Chinese laborers in World War I France and their writing activities there. As the story of these laborers has been systematically overlooked in the history of World War I and the subsequent May Fourth Movement, this article endeavors to write the laborers back into the historical narrative that connects China, World War I, and May Fourth. It zooms in on how writing became crucial to the laborers and to the very program under which they were recruited. Between the laborers and a group of volunteers sent by the Young Men's Christian Association (YMCA), there emerged the first modern Chinese mass literacy program. Writing became, on the one hand, a technology that supported the Allied war effort; on the other, it afforded a medium through which the laborers performed a test run of the new modern Chinese language that ushered in Chinese linguistic and literary modernity. An invaluable piece of writing produced by one of the laborers demonstrates how the "sacred laborers," not unlike their intellectual counterparts, drove home the critique of the Great War and a particular version of the Chinese Enlightenment.
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homage to Chinese laborers in World War I, the laborers have remained marginal in discussions of the May Fourth Movement and their critical engagement with the war has gone unrecognized (Bailey 2011; Xu 2005; Zhang 2009) . They have been seen as either constituting "an important and significant aspect of China's twentieth-century labour history" (Bailey 2011, 48) or functioning as "a critical tool" for the Chinese diplomats at the peace conference, who argued "for recognition, inclusion on the world stage, and internationalization" (Xu 2005, 13) . It seemed as though the "sacred laborers," once saluted, were ushered out of the narrative in both official and scholarly accounts of the May Fourth Movement.
This article endeavors to write the laborers back into the historical narrative that connects China, World War I, and May Fourth. In fact, the substantial connections between the laborers' wartime experience and their contribution to May Fourth may be best located in their writing activities and the primary writings that emerged out of their European sojourn. The centrality of writing, inscribed in the very program under which the laborers were recruited, was brought to bear on the first modern Chinese literacy program, which emerged between the laborers and a group of volunteers sent by the Young Men's Christian Association (YMCA). Writing became, on the one hand, a technology that supported the Allied war effort; on the other hand, it was a medium through which the laborers performed one of the early test runs of the new Chinese language that helped usher in Chinese linguistic and literary modernity. Although the colloquialized written language used by the laborers was later misnamed by May Fourth elites as baihua (plain speech) for its appeal to pure orality, the direct connections between the laborers and May Fourth-not only as an anti-imperialist demonstration, but also as a literary and intellectual landmark-were distinctly legible in the writings produced during the first modern Chinese literacy program. Although the laborers' voices-through both their choice of the written language and critical stance they expressed regarding the war-were overtaken by those of their intellectual counterparts, they contributed to the post-World War I discourse that sought racial equality and international justice. An invaluable piece of writing produced by one of the laborers demonstrated how the "sacred laborers," not unlike their intellectual counterparts, drove home the critique of the Great War and a particular version of the Chinese enlightenment.
Article 4 The wage is one franc per day, which should be paid to the workers by the employer weekly or bi-weekly, according to the employer's payment policy. The treatment of the Chinese workers should be no different from that of the French workers. Aside from the daily wages, the employers must pay another 30 francs per worker every month to one of the appointed banks by the Huimin Company so that Huimin will deposit the money in China for the use of the worker, his family, or any person designated by the worker. The employer must give a proper receipt to the laborer for deposits or remittances. (Chen 1986, 192, emphasis added) What stands out is the two-part structure built into the wage payment, which also applies to workers recruited by the British (Chen 1986, 205) and prefigures the centrality of literacy for the Chinese labor corps. 3 The full commodification of labor in this case included both the actual labor performed in Europe and the laborers' displacement from home. The system of the twopart wage distribution accentuated the international nature of the circulation and exchange of labor, which necessitated frequent long-distance communications. Sound in theory, the two-part wage payment could continue to function only when the laborer received constant confirmation that his absence from home was compensated in timely fashion and payment continued to arrive on the other side of the world. Instead of relying solely on the employer to provide "a proper receipt" for remittances per the Huimin contract, the laborer sought a less mediated and more reassuring method for confirmation: direct communication with his family. It is important to note that the laborer's employment by the Allies mandated strict military supervision of all his communications and his limited means excluded expensive telecommunication technologies such as telephone and telegraph. 4 Affordable and permissible, epistolary communication availed itself as the ideal channel through which the laborer and his family could confirm the monthly payment of the half-wage. The structure of the two-part wage distribution added an economic reason for letter writing. The desire to write and be written to became not a mere emotional need and a safety check, but a financial necessity that was written into the very contract of the "Laborers as Soldiers" program.
To be sure, the laborers' fierce demand for letter writing was less a demonstration of their active agency in pursuing literacy than an organic response to the two-part wage distribution system, on the one hand, and the lack of alternative means for long-distance communication, on the other. This historical contingency-the laborers' demand for literacy-might have functioned as the perfect catalyst for the emergence of the first modern Chinese literacy program, Yen arrived in mid-June 1918 and immediately started his service in a Chinese labor camp of 5,000 workers. The mass literacy program did not install itself in one fell swoop but groped its way through three stages. The first stage was a night class held in the labor camp canteen. After coping with surrogate letter writing and money remittance every day for a few months, sometimes at a rate of several hundred cases each night, Yen was more than ready to tackle the high demand for literacy among the Chinese laborers. Calling a meeting for all 5,000 workers in the station, Yen announced that they would learn to write their own letters and cease to borrow literacy from the Y volunteers. The laborers, in disbelief, roared with laughter. Only a handful of them were bold enough to join Yen's class that night. Held in the labor corps canteen, these letter-writing classes started with Chinese and Arabic numerals and progressed to teaching the laborers how to write their own names and address their parents and family. Over a period of four months, more than forty laborers attended the embryonic literacy class; thirty-five "graduated" with basic literacy (Yen 1992, 533-534) .
As the canteen class thrived, the next step was teaching the "One Thousand Characters" (also called the "foundation characters"). Inspired by the classic Thousand Character Text (Qian zi wen), which had been used to teach basic literacy since the sixth century, Yen selected approximately 1,000 of the most frequently used characters from "a Chinese dictionary, some newspaper articles sent from China, colloquial expression of the laborers and the most employed characters and phrases in their letters" (Yen 1992, 536) . These "One Thousand Characters" were later largely corroborated by a group of statisticians headed by Chen Heqin-Yen's colleague and also a YMCA member-in the study "Determination of the Vocabulary of the Common second, its publication at the time and discussions of it thereafter revealed important clues to the nature of the modern Chinese language.
Orality and Literacy
The publication of The Weekly was crucial not only because it was the capstone of the first modern Chinese literacy program before its influence spread from World War I France to Republican China. More importantly, the misnaming of the written language used in The Weekly signaled an important discrepancy between the laborers' actual writing (a colloquialized written language) and the intellectuals' categorization of it as baihua. While the writing practices of the laborers were taken over by intellectuals to conform to the linguistic legacy of the May Fourth Movement, the critical content penned by one of the laborers was kept buried in the discourse of a particular brand of the Chinese enlightenment.
There is scholarly consensus that the modern Chinese language is a new national language, a linguistic legacy shaped by and passed down from the May Fourth period, defined broadly to include both the New Culture and May Fourth Movements (Chow 1960, 5-6) .
Historians and literary critics follow the reform intellectuals' own branding of the new language as baihua and attribute its prevalence in modern China to those very intellectuals. Chow TseTsung summarized the baihua legacy as a "literary revolution" that manifested "the new intellectuals' intention" (1960, 273) . Vera Schwarcz saw it as a "collaboration" (1986, 80) between two generations of intellectuals-the May Fourth students and their teachers. Together, they created a baihua rhetoric-in essence, a constructed binary between the more classical and literary language known as wenyan and the plain speech of baihua. This modern baihua, flaunting its phonetic-or, rather, phonocentric-nature, sets itself apart from the premodern baihua. While the premodern baihua accommodates a far more eclectic body of literature The system of teaching Chinese illiterates, which had its humble beginnings behind the firing lines of the battle-fields of France, consists of the following features: a) four readers written in Pei Hua (spoken language) based upon thirteen hundred "foundation characters" scientifically selected out of more than two hundred different kinds of literature and publications containing upward of 1,600,000 characters. had Yen actually used the term baihua to characterize the writing of The Weekly in the newspaper itself or written baihua in it. Yet Yen never adopted the term baihua in his own writings for The Weekly to capture the linguistic model at work, nor did he commit to writing the "spoken language" in the newspaper. Instead, Yen attempted three other, different characterizations-"the common language" (putonghua), "mandarin" (guanhua), and "common mandarin" (putong guanhua)-in The Weekly's discussions of the desired style of writing in its prose competitions. Neither equivalent to the "spoken language" that Yen retrospectively evoked, nor commensurate among themselves, these three categorizations fell under the umbrella of the colloquialized written language, with decreasing degrees of colloquialism.
In the second issue of The Weekly, Yen first proposed "the common language" when announcing a prose competition. Of all the prose competitions held by The Weekly, this was the only one whose results were announced, leading to the publication of a laborer's essay. 12 Yen detailed the requirements as follows:
To encourage brethren who can read and write, the YMCA has decided to award the first prize winner of the prose competition 20 francs, the second place 10 francs. The composition should be no more than 600 words and in putonghua [the common language]. The deadline for submission is February 15. Late compositions will not be accepted. To avoid delay, please turn in your work to YMCA secretaries to be mailed to Paris. The topic of the composition is listed below: "The Pros and Cons of Chinese Laborers Being in France." (Yen 1919b) The language in which Yen wrote and wanted the compositions to be written was named "the common language," but it was not clear whether he was referring to the common spoken language, the common written language, or a combination of both. Although hardly the same, the common language did not stray far from the ideal of baihua as plain speech, since both indicated an aversion to and abstinence from the classical and literary language of wenyan. If Yen's use of "the common language" could still be read within the rubric of the constructed dichotomy between baihua and wenyan, the next characterization blurred the boundary.
In a general call for essays for The Weekly, Yen wrote in a distinct style and gave this style, which set the tone for future essay submissions, another name:
Knowing that our countrymen in France are all gentlemen serving the public and favoring righteousness, be they Y men in the Association or interpreters in the labor camps or workers in the factories or on the piers; [they] would not sit around and speculate on the success or failure of our journal. They must be willing to shoulder obligations and enable the advancement and development of our enterprise. Now that all has just commenced and is in dire need of help, our enterprise cannot thrive without all you gentlemen's assistance. We welcome all writings regardless of length, preferably in mandarin [guanhua] and for the promotion of morality and intelligence… 13 In the original Chinese, the call for essays reads as a mixture of baihua, which strives to register hints of the everyday spoken language (for example, de 的, of), and wenyan, which contains the frequent use of single characters (for example, zhi, mou, zhi, kuang 知, 謀, 置, 況, to know, to plan, to place, and the expression "not to mention"), idioms (for example, jigonghaoyi 急公好義, eager and anxious to work for the public good), and four-character formulations (for example, xuzhuweiji 需助為急, in urgent need of help). These usages are all markers of literary composition and cannot pass for plain speech. Yen terms the mixed style "mandarin." The equivalence between "mandarin" and "common speech," though quietly implied, could hardly be maintained. On the one hand, mandarin, if defined strictly, meant the speech of officials, which changes diachronically and varies synchronically by region.
14 The necessary plurality of mandarin thus confounds the assumed simplicity of common speech. On the other hand, if interpreted broadly, mandarin can be taken to denote an administrative language generally used in government documents. Otherwise a fairly accurate description of the linguistic model in The
Weekly, its explicit function as a written language contradicts the promise of the common language in alignment with the ideal of plain speech.
The last definition appears in the seventh issue of The Weekly, which included a special section entitled "The Laborers' Composition." After announcing the winners of the prose competition, Yen warns those who wrote in "literary language" and demands that all follow a "common mandarin." Yen further stipulates that future submissions would not be read if they did not abide by the linguistic model or if they exceeded "the character limit of 600" (Yen 1919c ). In adding "common" to "mandarin," Yen's last definition unwittingly reveals the plurality of mandarin speech and the conflation of written and spoken mandarin. Although Yen pits "common mandarin" against "literary language," his own admonishment is penned in a style that is neither nonliterary nor anticlassical. The frequent use of single-character words like 若 (ruo, "if") and the habitual evocation of the idiom structure 十居八九 (shijubajiu, "eight or nine out of Attributing the outbreak of war to "the proud heart of the German kaiser" that "coveted to take over the whole world," Fu is quick to add, "The Allies were gravely offended." Pitting the proud kaiser against the offended Allies, Fu locates the cause of the war in a clash between European powers. Not unlike the enthusiastic Beiyang government, Fu expresses camaraderie with the Allies but laments the limited membership. Nonetheless, he celebrates the "Laborers as Soldiers" program as "a golden opportunity for us to assist the Allies in winning the war." Following an overall appraisal that "our cause has gained substantial advantage," Fu stipulates eight points explicating "the pros of laborers being in France." These points cover a wide spectrum of socioeconomic and political reasons-including a sophisticated gendered perspective-and offer an explanation for the Chinese rage over the Paris Peace Conference. The first three points are laid out as personal gains in terms of legal obedience, financial solvency, and access to literacy and knowledge. The next three points touch on gender equality, industrialization, and religious practice. These first six points are organized around the issue of development, either on a personal-familial level or on a social scale. The last two points, however, take a different direction and escalate the argument into political commentary, thus echoing Fu's opening paragraph.
This shift in content is signaled and assisted by a concomitant shift in narratival perspective. In the first four sections-on delinquency, poverty, ignorance, and gender discrimination-Fu employs a third-person narrative, addressing those who fall prey to the abovementioned vices as "they" or "the Chinese laborers." Creating narrative distance, Fu is able to objectively describe the undesirable situation of the laborers if they had continued to stay in China and to argue that their displacement has worked to both their benefit and that of society at large. From the fifth point on, a subtle shift takes place. In the absence of a formal subject and by way of the ambiguous pronoun ziji (oneself), the section could be read from the point of view of either the first-person plural or a third-person narrative. Fu therefore could be either speaking in his own voice, appraising the prospects of transplanting European industrialization into China; or employing free indirect speech, casting the laborers as go-betweens for the cause of industrialization in China. The ambivalence extends to the sixth point, where Fu's wording of "we/our laborers" cannot be determined strictly as the first-person plural perspective. Only in the seventh point does Fu clearly identify himself as the first-person narrator speaking for a collective "we," before the text quickly slips back into the ambiguous "Chinese laborers" and "our country" in the eighth point.
The seventh point-the one that Fu holds dearly enough to write in the unmistakable first-person plural-reads as a challenge to European superiority and a bid for racial equality. Fu, in a moderate tone, calls into question whether "the Westerners were superior to us fellow Chinese," as he and his fellow laborers had believed before they embarked on their European journey. Fu's skepticism arises from daily contact with Europeans in "competing with them in appearance in The Weekly. In fact, it is doubtful that Yen picked up Fu's essay because of its critical pitch. In the statement announcing the result of the prose competition, though Yen refrained from directly commenting on Fu's arguments, he did take a moment to share his own thoughts on the issue (Yen 1919c ). Yen, after applauding all submissions, contemplated that it was entirely "one's own action" that determined whether the pros could outweigh the cons. Yen focused on two aspects of laborers' actions: the first being monetary matters, the other regarding the laborers' treatment of the YMCA "teachers." On money, Yen cautioned the laborers against gambling, lest they lose the opportunity to save up, "establish themselves and benefit their families." Even worse, they would create for all Chinese "the reputation of a gambler in a foreign land." Yen paused and asked, "Is this pro or con?" He then moved on to some laborers' lack of appreciation of the YMCA programs. "The best part of the program," Yen stated, was that "university graduates from both China and the United States come and teach for free." Those who refused to seize "this unprecedented opportunity" lived as though "still in a dream." Yen reiterated the rhetorical question, "Is this pro or con?" Employing the same trope of "dream," Yen's call to awakening did not, however, aim for the kind of "double awakening" that Fu had in mind. The prose competition, as Yen's editorial message revealed, rather than being a critical forum assessing the Chinese experience in World War I, was meant to function as a conduit of self-reflection and self-improvement. Although there was no reason why critical thinking could not go hand in hand with awareness of selfimprovement-after all, Fu's "double awakening" has already demonstrated otherwise-Yen's vision of the laborers-disclosed by his editorial statement and echoed in his other writings (1919a; 1919b)-excluded the former from the latter. Insomuch as a gambling and illiterate laborer who refused to learn could hardly question racial inequality, a laborer who was capable of "double awakening" might not fit in Yen's enlightenment project. This liberal and reformist brand of enlightenment was neither the European enlightenment, which pursued disenchantment from religious superstitions, nor the kind of "Chinese enlightenment" defined by Vera Schwarcz, which disavowed "the unquestioning obedience to patriarchal authority" (1986, 4) . At its core, it was a civilizing mission that was predicated on the image of the uncivilized masses and their need for self-improvement and education.
Yen's concern for the underprivileged laborers naturally contributed to his discontentment with their refusal to be educated by teachers like himself. In contrast, his favorite However, one winning essay from Fu Xingsan was enough to preserve the possibility of imagining the Chinese laborers differently. Although Yen framed Fu's work in the framework of the civilizing discourse, his silence over the critical dimension of Fu's essay confirmed that the laborer's voice was hard to tame. What for Yen and his cohort was a path toward a reformist and liberal brand of Chinese enlightenment became, for Fu and his fellow laborers, a territory for critical thinking and writing, as well as a lasting medium for staking their claim to racial equality and international justice. The historical irony is that, although the story of the "sacred laborers"
was written out of the collective memory of World War I, the laborers' writing stood as living testimony to the true postwar legacy that sought peace, equality, and justice, inspiring May Fourth and beyond.
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Appendix: English Translation of Fu Xingsan, "The Pros and Cons of the Laborers Being in France."
It was probably the proud heart of the German kaiser that gave rise to the outbreak of the Great War in Europe. As the kaiser coveted to take over the whole world, the Allies were gravely offended. They struck their drums and started battles. My homeland, China, is also a member of the Allies. As much as China detested the intervention of a bullying neighbor, it could not join the Allies on the battlefront. Fortunately, the Allies came to recruit laborers and thus enabled China to participate in the war effort. This was indeed a golden opportunity for us to assist the Allies in winning the war.
Arriving in France, the Chinese laborers were installed in the most dangerous positions. Though many of them were hurt, dead, shaken up, and suffering illnesses, the laborers contributed to the Allied troops and managed what we could for the final victory of the Allies. Far from being damaged, our cause has gained substantial advantage. Thus, in my mind, the pros of the laborers' presence in France outweigh the cons.
First, not all laborers who came to France are law-abiding citizens. If they had not come to France for work, they might have engaged in wrongdoings in China.
Second, the majority of the Chinese laborers are destitute. If they had not chosen to come to France, they might be suffering from cold and hunger. Now that they are here, not only are they themselves well fed and well clothed, but their families in China are also taken care of.
Third, a good portion of the laborers might be ill educated. They did not know heretofore the relationship between individuals and families, between families and countries. Now, thrust into the forefront of the battlefield, they witness for themselves how others and foreigners sacrifice their lives for their own countries and families, which unwittingly gives rise to the laborers' love for their families and their country.
Fourth, the workers used to think that foot-binding was a beautiful practice and did not realize that it was those foot-bound women, who could neither walk nor work, that they were laboring so hard to provide for. In sharp contrast to these Chinese women, they have now seen female soldiers, farmers, and doctors in the West and therefore have realized how much disadvantage they have subjected themselves to in the past. If they get to return home, the vicious habit of the old days will have to be reformed.
Fifth, the laborers saw weapons, farming devices, and various machines used in France. In the meantime, they were introduced to the military strategies employed by foreigners. All of these things have broadened their horizons. If they make their way home in the future, they can enlighten their countrymen.
Sixth, when in China, we/our laborers used to worship idols, burn incense, revere monks, conform to the rules of feng shui, and pick a so-called auspicious date [for certain things]. They believed in all sorts of superstitions but did not explore the truth nor acquire true learning. Now that they have come to Europe, if they are one day homebound, they cannot be as stubbornminded as before.
Seventh, when still in China, we thought that the Westerners were superior to us fellow Chinese. Now that we are competing with them in intelligence and physical strength, we have come to the realization that they are hardly any better than we are. Given the chance to go home and equip ourselves with adequate education, we dare to expect to contribute to the development of our motherland.
Finally, in the past, all we knew was to boast that our country was vast in land and rich in population, while slighting foreign nations as scant in territory and scarce in human resources. Now, as a result of the peace conference, China has been unexpectedly denied its status as a great nation and a celestial dynasty and ranked at the bottom of countries. Meanwhile, a little country such as Japan was unexpectedly listed as a great nation. The peace conference went so far as to forbid China to speak at the conference. Provoked by such humiliation, the laborers awakened as if from a dream; their patriotism for China and their will to strengthen it was suddenly aroused. This kind of thought would not have taken form if we had not traveled to a foreign country. Had we not come to France, we might still be dreaming in China.
These few points are no more than my humble opinions. Whether or not they are true is subject to critique.
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Notes 1 For details of the conception and initial stages of the "Laborers as Soldiers" program, including the Chinese negotiation for a written contract from the French and the British, the British and French competition in recruitment, the colonial and racist treatment of the laborers, etc., see Chen (1997 ), Zhang (2009 , Levine (1993, 65-71) , Tseng (2002) , Xu (2005, 114-126) , Xu (2011, 10-54), and Graft (1994) . 2 For the lower estimate, see Summerskill (1982, 39) and Griffin (1973, 191) ; for the higher number, see Chen (1986, 34-35) . 3 Chen Ta claimed to have synthesized the Chinese and French versions of the contract and offered an English translation of it (1967, (207) (208) (209) (210) , which was quoted verbatim by Xu (2011, 245-250) . This synthesized version cuts the contract articles from twenty-eight to twenty-one, omitting seven whole articles. The two-part payment structure is also distorted. 4 For sections in contracts regarding letter writing, see Chen (1986, 198, 208) . While the British allowed a quota of two letters per laborer per month and required standard envelopes to be used by the laborer and his family, there is no record indicating that the French practiced the same limitation for letter writing (Zhang 2009, 107-108) . 5 For a historical survey of the YMCA during the Social Gospel Movement, see Hopkins (1951, 510-548) and Dorrien (1989, 117-122) . For detailed accounts of the YMCA's wartime contribution, see Wang (2009) and Hayford (1990, 22-27) . 6 This is a direct quote from James Yen's memoir (1992, 531) ; see also Gu (1937, 48) . 7 Barry D. Karl and Stanley N. Katz explicate how the Progressive Era witnessed the change from traditional charity to modern philanthropy (Karl and Stanley 1981, 236-270) . Hopkins (1951, 532-538) and Huebner (2016, 17-54) instantiate the YMCA's development toward scientific methods in its service. 8 This is Yen's original English formulation (1924, 3) . Later editions of "One Thousand Characters" are based on the character list put together by Chen ([1928 Chen ([ ] 1933 
